states with city-state origins, but neither were unified national states, where multiple contiguous regions and cities were governed by centralized, differentiated, and autonomous structures, as was England (Tilly 1990:2, 48, 65) . The precocious surveys undertaken there are surprising, then, from the state-centered perspective on information gathering, because they could not have been the product of strong, consolidated, or centralized states. Of course, information gathering was facilitated by the rise of regional or territorial states, but in comparison to England, these states remained weak. Before considering the state and social influences on information gathering in Tuscany and Lombardy, we consider the influences on the Italian peninsula more broadly, as the context for our specific cases.
The Political Economy and Written
Culture of the Italian Peninsula
After the collapse of the Roman Empire, the Italian peninsula was divided politically. During the early Middle Ages, the Lombards nearly united the entire peninsula from the north; similarly, during the high Middle Ages from 1000-1380 (the communal period), the Normans almost accomplished the same feat from the south. Both rulers had highly advanced administrations (perhaps only rivaled by the English), and the Normans apparently attempted a survey like the Domesday Book in the 1220s (Clanchy [1979 (Clanchy [ ] 1993 Procacci 1971:15-21, 63; Wickham 1985:54) . The subsequently long history of political fragmentation left the Italian peninsula open to series of imperial invaders who variously allied with the papacy or lay forces (Jones 1997:342-347; Wickham 1981:28) . During the communal period, numerous self-ruling city-states emerged in the north. But their authority was weak because it was rooted neither in divine nor imperial justification. One response to this predicament was the political theory explaining sovereignty as stemming from bonds of association and organized human communities (Procacci 1971:24) . This seemingly weak justification, however, did not preclude the formation of powerful regional or territorial states, which accelerated from the late fourteenth century and into the mid-sixteenth centuries when signorias (rule by a lord, often hereditary [Jones 1997:152] ) replaced the communes (Procacci 1971:48) . By 1454, four regional states controlled the north: Venice, Genoa, Florence, and Milan (Emigh 2009:23-25; Procacci 1971:48, 51, 58, 60) . The Papal State emerged as an effective political unit in the early fifteenth century (Procacci 1971:70) . In the south, the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily
